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Today you will learn…

• About the structure and properties of DNA
and RNA and how to get it out of cells

• About the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
• How molecular techniques are used in

genetics and what they can and cannot tell us
• A bit about epigenetics and the proteome
• Where to go for further information



A Structure for Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid
J. D. Watson and F. H. C. Crick (1) April 25, 1953 (2), Nature (3), 171, 737-738

We wish to suggest a structure for the salt of deoxyribose nucleic acid (D.N.A.). This structure has novel
features which are of considerable biological interest.
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DNA Molecular techniques are based on the structure of nucleic acids



RNA
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DNA Extraction and Purification

http://lifescience.roche.com/The MagNa Pure System



Pre-PCR times: clone libraries



PCR is the Love Child of
Chemistry and Microbiology



Dr Kary Banks Mullis

Nobel Prize winner for inventing the Polymerase Chain Reaction, 1993

http://www.karymullis.com/



• http://www.dnalc.org/view/15475-The-cycles-
of-the-polymerase-chain-reaction-PCR-3D-
animation.html



How to do PCR

Mix….. …and cook!



Initially, the DNA was amplified with the Klenow Fragment of DNA polymerase I.
However, that enzyme was not stable at high temperatures. Thus, the Klenow in
the tube was inactivated during the denaturation step of each PCR cycle, and the
experimenter had to add more Klenow before each extension step



Microbiology Fixed Molecular Biology

•Thermus aquaticus, first of the Kingdom Archaea
•Lives in boiling water
•Produces Taq Polymerase





The evolution of rapid cycle RTPCR



Conventional vs real-time PCR



Oligonucleotide probe detection

Roche Linear Array HPV typing Assay

High risk
HPV types
(21)

Low risk
HPV types
(16)

Beta-
globin



cobas® 4800 System

• cobas® x480 performs fully automated extraction directly from primary
vials and automated PCR setup

• cobas® z480 performs amplification and detection

cobas® x480                        cobas® z480

1.66 m

57cm



The Human Genome Project
1990-2003

• The HGP was an
international 13-year
effort to discover all the
estimated 20,000-25,000
human genes and
determine the complete
sequence of the 3 billion
DNA bases in the human
genome.



Dideoxy sequencing: The Sanger Method

A: Adenine
T: Thymine
C: Cytosine
G: Guanine



How do we figure out what genes
do?

• All organisms are related through
similarities in DNA sequences

• Working on mouse models allows
the manipulation of genes to
determine their functions



Man or Mouse?

• MOUSE: 2.5 billion base
pairs and 23,686 genes
(EMBL 2007).

• MAN: 3 billion base
pairs and 23,000
protein coding genes

• far fewer than expected
before its sequencing.

• Most of the genome
consists of non-coding
RNA genes, regulatory
sequences, introns, and
"junk" DNA.



What CAN we tell from your
genome?

• Diagnose certain diseases eg CF, Huntingtons, HFE
• Predict the likelihood of developing disease or

characteristics based on the similarity of your DNA to
affected individuals (SNP analysis)

• Predict how you will respond to particular drugs
• Parentage and ancestry

But can we really fix anything and is this the
whole story?



Adapted from Feero WG, and Guttmacher AE, N Engl J Med 365;11 September 15, 2011



One Gene, Twenty Years

http://www.sciencemag.org/



What CAN’T we tell from your genome?
• Whether you will be killed by a bus or paralysed

in a hang gliding accident before your genes get
you



Whether you will prefer triangle
toast…



Whether you will prefer to sleep
outside with a teddy bear…



Nor How Happy You Will be!



Finally on this topic

• In the absence of clinical corroboration, gene
analysis alone cannot guarantee that you will
develop some of the conditions that your
genome sequence is associated with.

So no need to stress…



Why? Genetics vs Environment

• Coronary artery disease runs in families but
does not show mendelian inheritance:
smoking, diet, exercise.

• Alzheimer’s disease, arthritis, diabetes and
cancer are also multifactorial.



Penetrance

• the penetrance of a disease-causing mutation
is the proportion of individuals with the
mutation who exhibit clinical symptoms.

• For example, if a mutation in the gene
responsible for a particular autosomal
dominant disorder has 95% penetrance, then
95% of those with the mutation will develop
the disease, while 5% will not.



Epigenetics

• =changes in phenotype
(appearance) or gene expression
without changes in the underlying DNA sequence
• Basis of cellular differentiation
• Post translational modification of the amino

acids that make up histone proteins
• Methylation of gene sequences to reduce

transcription
"Nucleosome 1KX5 2" by By Richard Wheeler (Zephyris) 2005. - Transferred from en.wikipedia. Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Wikimedia

Commons - http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nucleosome_1KX5_2.png#/media/File:Nucleosome_1KX5_2.png



Epigenetics: Imprinting

Prader Willi Syndrome
• Hypotonia
• Mental retardation
• Obesity
• Paternal allelle on cs15

deleted (maternal silenced)

Angelmans Syndrome
• Severe mental retardation
• Movement disorder
• Seizures
• Maternal allelle on cs 15

deleted (paternal silenced)



SNP Mutations

• Single Nucleotide
Polymorphisms are
DNA sequence
variations that occur
when a single
nucleotide (A, T, C,
G) differs between
individuals or
between paired
chromosomes in an
individual.



Hereditary Haemochromatosis
• Inherited disease of iron overloading, more

common in men.
• Penetrance may be less than 5%
• Caused by SNPs in HFE gene which regulates

the production of hepcidin which is a key
negative regulator of iron metabolism.



The HFE SNPs



Hybridisation probes



Melting analysis for C282Y SNP

GG
AA

GA



High Resolution Melting



What is High Resolution Melting?
• Melt is monitored in real-time using a fluorescent intercalating dye.
• Very cost effective vs. other genotyping technologies such as sequencing and

Taqman SNP typing.



HSV by HRM with Unlabelled Probe

Amplification of
glycoprotein D gene…..

Followed by High Resolution Melting



Mixed HSV1/2 Infections

HSV 1/2  Mixed

HSV2

HSV1



Viral Variants

HSV1

HSV2 WT

HSV2 “78 Mut”
(C to T at 540bp)



But what about the Proteome?

• The proteome is larger than the genome,
especially in eukaryotes, as there are more
proteins than genes.

• This is due to alternative splicing of genes and
post-translational modifications like
glycosylation or phosphorylation.

• The HPI aims to record all human proteins and
define their interactions.



The Holy Grail…



Want more?

• http://www.dnalc.org/
• http://www.karymullis.com/
• https://dna.utah.edu/index.html


